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A First: Cody Secor Repeats as F1P World ChampBoy: Dave Rounsaville 

 
Eighteen-year-old Cody Secor defended his F1P crown in Kiev, Ukraine, at the 2008 Junior FF 
World Championships, held July 28-August 3. He is the first Junior to have accomplished that 
feat. 
 
Competitors flew seven perfect flights to max out, followed by two flyoff flights at four and five 
minutes, each in one day. Polish competitor Maciej Karczmarczyk and Cody survived the final 
flyoff on Friday, so the stage was set for an exciting Unlimited Flyoff at 6 a.m. Saturday 
morning. 
 
Both models were launched for perfect power patterns followed by floating glides. Cody won by 
a margin of 20 seconds. 
 
Born in Southern California on February 8, 1990, Cody has been flying Free Flight models since 
age 3 with his dad, Randy; sister, Janessa; and brother, Tyler. Cody comes from a long line of 
great model-airplane fliers. His dad had held many national records and won many national titles 
in both Rubber and Power events. His grandfather, Al Hotard, is the “father” of the America’s 
Cup and a perennial team supporter. 
 
Cody holds the Junior F1P national record and has had success in the America’s Cup program; 
he won in 2006 and finished second in 2007. America’s Cup points are awarded for contests 
across the US during the year. The top five finishers are recognized each year at the Max Men 
annual contest in Lost Hills, California. 
 
A spirited young man, Cody has a strong idea of what he wants to do and how to do it. His 
performance to become World Champ the morning of August 2 in Kiev is another example of his 
clear thinking and tenacity toward achieving his goals. After winning the World Championships 
in Germany in 2006, his goal was to defend his title this year. 
 
The CIAM changed the rules after 2006, because Cody’s top-performing model was too good. 
He was the only flier who was capable of using the allotted 10-second engine run at that time. 

  
 



Other models were inconsistent in power mode. Cody and his dad knew they had to step up 
performance for this Championship, since the rules called for only a seven-second engine run. 
 
They had been busy since 2004 developing an all-carbon model based on my successful FAI 
Power design of the 1970s. Cody flew the carbon-modified Excelsior that his dad and I had been 
developing. It was a long, intense program. 
 
The model used VIT (variable-incidence tailplane) and forward rudder powered by a screaming 
Galbreath-tuned .061 Cyclone glow engine and Poti folding propeller. Power patterns were 
extremely consistent and “on rails” for each flight; it climbed the highest viewed from any part 
of the flying field. Fuel shutoff and DT were by a Texas 3F Timer. 
 
Cody’s models were the class of the field in Ukraine, both visually and performance-wise. They 
sported beautiful red-and-yellow Icarex double-break wingtips and reverse-painted Mylar 
tailplanes. 
 
Congratulations, Cody! 
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